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Keep the Great Book of Woodworking Tips close by your workbench for a ready source of inspired,

shop-tested advice for woodworking success on any project. It's the essential DIY reference,

packed with reader-written woodworking tips and techniques from American Woodworker magazine,

the premier publication for woodworkers. This comprehensive guide offers more than 650 ingenious

solutions to common woodworking problems. Supplemented with clear workshop photography,

each insightful pointer has been workplace-tested by the editors. Whether you are an accomplished

woodworker or just beginning to set up your workshop, you'll find quick answers to all of your most

challenging questions. Sharpen your woodworking skills for drilling, sawing, routing, clamping,

gluing, joinery, finishing, and much more. Avoid common pitfalls and solve everyday problems with

materials, tools, techniques, shop organization, and maintenance. Benefit from the experience of

others, and share their secrets for making woodworking easier and more efficient. Even the most

experienced woodworker doesn't have all the answers, but this big, well-organized book is the place

to find them. This ultimate collection of tips includes: o How to rout perfectly fitting edge joints, every

time. o How to sharpen every kind of blade and bit, including carbide router bits. o How to move,

store and saw 4x8 sheets all by yourself. o How to make drawer slides that really glide and never



wear out. o How to joint and plane to thickness without maddening snipe. o How to clamp and glue

awkward miters and curved parts. o How to flatten warped wood (it's easier than you think!).

American Woodworker is one of the premier publications for woodworking. Their roster of craftsman

contributors provide top-notch technical information in a way that hobbyist can understand. The

magaine has been in business for decades with over 140 issues in their backlist. Randy Johnson is

the Editor.

This was actually bought as a gift for my father. I'm reviewing it though because he has told me a

dozen and one times how incredible of a book it is. He is very into Woodworking and very talented!

So far all he has done is make furniture and stuff for my mom, his kids and our church (he built a

shabby chic wall out of reclaimed wood that is to die for!).He says that this book is a must have! It

walks you through various woodworking skills (cannot give more detail as I know very little about

woodworking) but the greatest advantage of this book is, the tips. He said that they are everywhere

and they are things that really do create better items but also make it easier or even faster. He

spends all of his free-time watching woodworking videos and reading books but he said that this

book has things he has never even seen before! Even some of his friends have gone out and

bought the book for themselves.I know he is telling the truth and not just trying to make me feel

good about the present because this is the book he looks at and has in his shop with him.

This book exceeded my expectations. I kept almost buying it and then deferred it because I feared it

would be nothing more than things I could easily find on the web or things that I'd already seen in

any number of other books. I was totally wrong. This is probably one of the most useful books on my

shop shelf. The sheer number of useful tips is amazing, and I have found dozens and dozens of

them applicable to my situation. They are neither overly simplistic nor insanely complicated. Some

of them do take a significant amount of effort - but there is a wide-range. I'm very impressed. Don't

hesitate to get this book.The only thing is it can be hard to find a great tip a second time because

there are so many and no index. I'm searching the web to see if someone has published a

searchable list of all the tips.

talk about your tips. this book is just freaking fantastic with 650+ of them. By the time I got to the first

tip, I already had agreat one just by looking at the photo on page 6. Never in a 1000 years would I

have thought to use a tool stand and put my bigger power tools on clamping tables like that. There



is so much that this is not a book to be read in a few days, but a book to value for years to come. so,

I give this book 5 thumbs up... I mean stars. Others may not like the tips or the way the book talks,

but I do. And that is all that matters. plain and simple, but doesn't talk down to the reader, i.e me.

Good read great tips. Highly recommend for new woodworkers.Always review before I start odd

projects. Have used many of the tips.

There is just an endless source of helpful tips for a multitude of wood working projects. This book is

always just an arms length away to help with ideas for woodworking success.

An interesting book, many, but not all, of its tricks, can be found on the internet. I found the book

worthwhile.

Great book with lots of tips. Lots of ideas and simple questions answered. For the beginner or

intermediate hobbiest. Not a book of plans.

This is a great read. I'm new to woodworking and this has hundreds of great tips. It's covers

anything you could think of and more. Great color pictures. I highly recommend.
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